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1. Il'llroduclion 

In this paper I consider a rule ordering paradox in Kimatuumbi, a Bantu language of Tanzania.. The paradox 
in Kimatuumbi concerns two rules, Glide Formation and Lengthening, and their relative orderings at different 
lexical levels. The p11raoox is that at level 2 the rule Glide Formation precedes Lengthening, but at level 3Olide 
Formation follows Lengthening. The violation of the antisymmetry of rule ordering is only apparent, and results 
simply from viewing ordering relations between rules as conditions on the entire set of rules in a grammar. There is 
no ·paradox if rule ordering relations are a function of a particular phonological level in the sense of the theory of 
lexical phonology. · 

I also suggest more generally that properties of rules are susceptible t.o change at different lexical levels. The 
properties subject to crosHtrata.l changes might be rul!H>rdering sta.tements as in Kimatuumbi, or changes in the 
class of input segments, or a change from obligatory t.o optional application. The proposal that the form of a rule is 
not entirely fixed might be implemented by viewing the core of a rule as being in a sense underspecified, a.nd'having 
missing properties filled in at particular levels. One of the properties a rule will have which is tied to particular 
levels even in the current conception of grammatical organisation in lexical phonology is a specification of the levels 
at which a rule applies. 

As II preliminary to arguing for crOIIS-level reordering in Kimatuumbi, l will briefly consider the issue of 
changes in the properties of rules between lexical levels. There are various cases in the lit.er11ture where two 
formally uncollapsible rules are, according t.o a~ lwlt some people's theoretical intuitions, one rule. Molla.nan (1982) 
diseusses two rules in Malayilla.m, 11- deletion illustrated in (!) and nasal-deletion, illustrated in (2). 

(!) n .. •/-(C 11-deletioll (Level 1) 

aaroogya.m 'health' an-aaroogyam 'ill health'  
aikyam 'unity' an-aikyam 'disunity'  
sukham 'happiness' a-sukham 'unhappiness'  
kramam 'order' a-kramam 'disorder'  

(2) .nasal ..·•/-[ llllllU-deletion (Level 2,3) 

[wrksam] la.gram] .. (wrakl!aagram] 'tree top' (level 2)  
[m11ra.m) [kutira] .. [mara(k)kutira] 'wooden horse' (level 2)  
[sukham] [dukkham] .. (sukhadukkham) 'plea.sure and pain' (level 3)  
[sukham] [asukham] .. [sukhll8.Sukham) 'happiness and sorrow' (level 3)  
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Anumber of diBSimilarities between the two rules prevent them from being collapsed into one rule. The rule 
11-deletion only applies to 11, only applies at level 1, and only applies before consonants. The more genera.I nt111a.! 
deletion rule applies at levels 2and 3, applies to a.II 118AIII, and applies whether a consonant follows or a vowel follows. 
With the usua.l 11881imptions about rule writing, these differences are sufficient t.o prohibit (1) and (2) from being 
collapsed. However the rule applying at levels 2and 3 is essentially identical t.o the earlier rule, with certain focal and 
environmental restrictions being dropped. Ignoring the question of a formal notation for level-dependent conditions 
on rules, a unified rule of nasal deletion In Ma.la.ye.Jam might be written a.sin (3), 

Cal 	 +IIB.8al .. f 1- I <0> Level t conditions present  
<+corone.l> Level 2, 3: not present  

The mea.ning of the angled bra.ckets and level-conditions is simply that at level I, the conditions on the rule enclosed 
in a.ngled brackets must be satisfied, while at levels 2a.nd 3, the conditions are dropped. The rea.son wby such a 
collapsing is not so immedia.tely obvious is tha.t neither of the two independent rules of nasal deletion is tremendously 
complex or unnature.J, so there is not an overwhelming sense that a major generalization has been lost by having 
two unrelated IIB.8al deletion rules. · · · 

Another ca.se of phonoklgical rules exhibiting changing properties at different phonologice.l levels is Shona, which 
has a number of t.one rules which are functione.Jly similar but which cannot be collapsed into a single rule due to 
difference& in morphological rule lkima.ln or minor differences in the conditioning environment, or due t.o ordering 
restrictions. In the a.ne.Jysis of Odden (1981), Shon& bas a number of Ht.one lowering rules, given in (4). 

H 	 .. L/ H-H 
[+prefix) 

H .. L /H--,. 
[+usoc.)  

Olitic In111eri111: H .. L/H#-
S!llldhi Lolllffl!II: H .. L/H(##l-##H  

The common element in all of these rules is simply 'H lowers after H', with a.dditione.J phonological a.nd morphological 
conditions being imposed on different manifestations of the rule. Each of the rules in (4) applies at a particular 
lexice.J or postlexical lkimain, a.s indicated diacritically by the use of boundaries and morphological features. The 
t.onal grammar of Shona could be streamlined by treating some or all of these putatively sepa.rate lowering rules nat 
as different rules but as the same rule, with different conditions imposed at various lexical strata; Similar analyses 
may e.Jlow the unification of the family of Greek voweH!eletion rules discussed by Kaisse (1986), or ha.cdle the 
level-determined conditions on ,-raising rule in Seka.ni discussed in Hargus (1986). · 

2. 	 Kimatuumbi PlwM/ogV 

Let us now turn to the argument for level-determined changes in rule order. First some information about the 
morphology. Nouns appear in one of r, classes, a ample of each class seen in (6). 
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(6) OIILSS Noun Stem Glo1111 Prefix 

1 mwa!ne. 11111, child mv-
2 bs!na -e.na children ba-
3 nMn'wndo -kl).n'wndo sieve my~ 
4 miMn'lJ.1Pl(k, ~!Jn'wndo sieves ml-
6 likvn'wnda. ~l}n'l}~ filtered beer Ii-
6 mak(Jn'1J(Jnda ~1Jn'1,1(Jnda filt.ered beers ma.-
1 kig6m! -g6m! C8.88llva. {sp) ki-
8 
9 
10 
11 

jg6m& 
changaliwe 
changaliwe 
l1Jg6j 

-r6mi 
-diangaliwe. 
,clie.ngaliwe 
-roi 

C8.88!1VIIS {sp) 
gravel (sg) 
gravel (pl) 
rope 

i-

••111-
12 kalaA.i -laA.i little bamboo ka-
13 t1pa.6.j -la!i little bamboos t11-
14 bweembe -eembe flour bl}· 
16 pa.kig6m! {ki}g6mi at the cassava pa-
r, kvkig6ma {ki}g6m! to the cassava kl}-
18 ml}kig6ma -{ki)g6ma in the cassava. . m1,1-

My 11.SSumptions about the morphology of these noun cl!ISII prefixes are the following. At level 1, most of the 
lexical noun cl11Ss prefixes are affixed to st.ems - most, except the clll.SS 6 prefix lj-. At level 2 the rem&ining lexical 
prefix Ii- is affixed, and at level 3, the locative prefixes a.re affixed. The !188ignment of locative prefixes t.o level 3 is 
well motiva.t.ed on morphosynt.actic a.nd phonological grounds. The 11Ssumption that a.ffixa.tion of the cl!188 5 prefix Ii-
occurs at level 2explains a. number of anomalous phonologica.l properties of this prefix, which a.eta IIS though it is not 
present for a. number of level 1rules. Such rules include Post-Prefix HTone Assignment (PPHTA) and Accent 
Er11Sure. As seen in (6) PPHTA assigns aHto the first st.em vowel of a noµn aft.er a level 1prefix such llB ma., ki or 
Iv; hencePPHTA applies a.ft.er most lexical cl!ISII prefixes, but fails t.o apply aft.er loca.tive prefixes and also f&ils to 
apply aft.er the level 2 prefix Ii- (for further information about Kimatuumbi tone, see Odden (1982) and Kisseberth 
and Odden (1980)). · · 

(6) 	 sipitaA.li 'hospital' (Cl. 9) ma-s[pjtaA.li 'hospitals' (Cl. 6) 
ml}-sjpitaA.li •m the hospital' ka-slpitaA.li 'small hospit.ar (Ol.12) 
li-siPitaalj 'huge hospital' {Cl.6) ~lpjtsali .'small hospitals' {Cl. 13) 

• .. H / Poat Prefiz H Tont Aa,ig11ment (Level 1).  
I 

V + V V 

Asecond phonological argument for excluding Ii~ from the set of regular noun class prefixes is the fa.ct that it 
undergoes Lengthening, one of the two rules which forms part of the ordering paradox. Regular lioun claas prefixes 
do not undergo Lengthening. ' · 
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2.2. 	 Glidl Formation 

Let us now consider the rules involved in the pa.radox, beginning with Glide Formation. AB the dll.ta. in (7) show, 
a prevoca.lic high vowel becomes a glide, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. 

(7) /htMflj~/ ,. lwll&llj~ 'firewood piece' (Cl!188 II) 
/ki-(ila/ .. kyuul! 'frog' (Clw 7) 
/l're&.e/ .. lye&e 'atorage structure' (Clllss 6) 
/mv+t,Bellko/ .. mwjjt.eleeko •in the cooking pot&' (loc&tive) 
/mftfWl'N/ .. mwwn •in the firewood' (locative) 

This Glide Formation rule e.ppliee to the vowel of !exice.l noun cle.ss prefixes, to the level 2 prefix Ii·, e.nd the loc&tive 
prefixes. The high vowel of e. verbal subject prefix or object prefix also undergoes Glide Formation. 

(8) 	 /ti.ro{Jnde/ -+ two6nde 'we should peel' (t!l =Ip Sub)  
/&foonde/ .. ayo6nde 'he ahould peel them' (i = Cl. 9Obj)  
/kv.~~p!jka/ .. k!rkY~Pl!lm 'to e.void it' (ki =CJ. 7Obj)  

Glide Formation is formulated in (9), to detach a high vowel from the syllable nucleus, Jee.ving behind a stranded 
V node, which result& in compensatory lengthening of the (allowing vowel. 

(9) V V Glidl Formation 
t 

[+high) 

There are a few restrlctio~ on ,(9) to be explained. First, Glide Formation d:ies not apply between words. 

(ID) 	 Ilia~ lt~~bwjjke 'theahoeB fell' *ila&tw iituumbwiike  
lrianj~ a.lw6 'that firewood' •!waanjw aalw6  

This restriction indicates that Glide Formation is a lexical rule. The alternative would be to assume that Glide 
Formation is po&t.iexica.l, but la ad hoc restricted not to apply between words. This alternative can be ruled out 
directly, by conaldering the remaining conditions on Glide Formation. 

Tbe aecond condition oil Glide Formation ia that it applies from left to right, and can not apply to a long vowel. 
These conditions are illustrated in (II), where the infinitive prefix k9- precedes the object prefix+, which precedes 
the vowel-Initial verb -eleewa. 

(11) ~eewa/ .. kwjjf.leewa 'to underatand it' (k!l =lnfin, j =Cl. 9Obj) 

The infinitive prefix vowel glides, compensatorily lengthening the following vowel. The derived. length on the prefix+then prevent.a that prefix from gliding. The prohibition against long vowels ul!dergoing glide formation is an 
instance of the Linking Constraint (&yes {1986)), wh~ stat.es that a rule which mentions the linking of .tbe CV tier 
and the segmental .tier must interpret those links as exhaustive. Since the prevoca.lic long vowel ii in (12) is linked to 
two V's, not one, long vowels d:i not ae.tiafy the atructure.l description of Glide Formation. 
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(12) ccvv cvv CV . 11 V y IV 11 
kt,1 	 i e I e 11a 

Right-t.o-left application of Glide Formation would yield *kv,11!k,wa. 

A third condition on Glide Formation is that if any syllable precedes the foca.l high vowel, Glide Formation is 
optional. When preceded by the syllable of the infinitile prefix In (13), object prefixes optionally undergo Glide · 
Formation. In contrast, word-initial prefixes must undergo the rule. 

(13) kt,1-ki-Mndika .. (opt) kt,lkywdjka 'to write it' 
*kj-Mndjka .. (oblig) kywdjka 'to write it' 
· naa,j,&ewjte .. (opt) na&yeE!eewjte 'I understood it' 

Now we turn t,9 two arguments that Glide Formation hB.B cyclic behavior, and is thus not postlexical. Recall 
from (11) that in a string of level 1prefixes, Glide Formation applies lefli-to-right. Consider the forms in (14) with a 
locative prefix followed by vowel initial noun dB.BS prefix, followed by vowel initial noun root. 

C14) 	 [mt,1 [ i-(1lt I] .. m1,1:,udla 'In the frog' 
[kt,1 [ i-aAi ll .. k1,1yaAj 'to the cooking pots' 

The vowels of the locative prefixes k¥- and my- and the noun class prefix i a.re all underlyingly prevocalic, at least. 
In the traditional sense of underlying, yet in (16) the noun class prefix vowel undergoes Glide Formation, not the 
leftmost prefix vowel. How then oo we explain the contrB.Bt in (16) between /mt,1+¢!/ which becomes mwiivti, and 
/mttu.16./ which becomes mypu"4? 

(16l a. !m11 !i-(1lt I I 	 'In the frog' (mt,1- =loc., i- =Class 8 noun) 
b. [m1,1+¢1) 	 'you should pull it' (mir =2pl Subj., i- =Class 8Obj.) 

The relevant distinguishing feature is the difference in morpiological structure. If Glide Formation is a lexical 
rule applying at levels I throutb 3, then we would expect a pattern of cyclic behavior, exactly as we have here. At 
level I, Glide Formation applies in (16 S:) to the only prevocalic high vowel, the class prefix vowel i·, and in (16 b.) the 
rule applies to the left111011t prevocalic high vowel, the vowel 11- of the subject prefix m11-, If ata lat.er level a locative 
prefix is.added BB it is in (16 a.), then Glide Formation might in principle be reapplicable, - but in the present 
instance, Glide Formation fails to apply to the locative prefix since it is not followed by a vowel at that level of the 
derivation. All we need to e.ssume is that Glide Formation applies at multiple levels, in order to geHhis cyclic effect. 
If Glide Formation is postlexical, then it should be blind t.i, the. difference between level I prefixes and level 3 prefixes, 
and all vowel sequences would incorrectly be treated alike. Therefore, Glide Formation must be lexical. 

There is a second argument for the cyclicity and lexicality of Glide Formation. Recall from (13) that Glide 
Formation was optional when preceded.by any syllable in the word. But the data in (!6) run afoul of that 
generalisation, in that the medial syllables ly- et al. must undergo the rule. 

(16) 	 *I pa Iliriani4 I I .. (obligl 'at the firewood' \ 
*I llllJ [ ki-atl]) .. (oblig) 'on the family farm.' 

If Glide Formation applies from inner levels out (i.e. is lexical), then the predicted results are the a.ctual results. · 
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1m .a. llll-Wivl Output from lewl 1morpllalogg 
. [lwaanjv] Glilk Formatioll (obJig)  

[pa iwaanJO l Outlltll from level 8 morpholo,v  
'at firewood'  

b. [a-11J"Ml]lijjke] ~ Olltpt1I from level 1morpllalogp 
[a-llJ"MlldlikeJ Glilk Formatio11 (optional; not applied)  

'he wrote it'  

The prefix Iv· iu encountered at level 1, and ie not preceded by a.ny syllllble a.t tha.t level. Glide Formation must apply, 
since the condition which allows optional application of Glide Formation is not present. At level 3&locative prefix is 
added to the noun, but Glide Formation wae previously required to a.pply at level 1. In contr&&t, when the high vowel 
prefix is preceded by another syllable at ite own level, a.s (r, b.), then the prefix Iv- undergoes Glide Formation 
optionally. 

In the two preceding arguments for the lexicality of Glide Formation, a pattern of cycle-like behavior 11i'8.8 

encountered. In the theory of lexical phonology, there are two sources of cycle-like behavior. If a particular levei is a 
cyclic level, then the output of each morphological affixation ie submitted to the phoJJDlogy, hence each morphological 
process constitutes a cyclic domain. The second source of cyclic beha.vior is .the intera.ctlon of levl!ls: a rule found at 
two levels will exhibit cyclic behavior with respect to the domain defined by the morphology of different levels. The 
cyclic behavior found:in Kimatuumbi is of the latter type, since it cannot be of the former type. Specifically; if level 1 
were Ii. cyclic level, sequences of prefixes affixed at the same level should exhibit the same· type of cyclic pattern as 
sequences of prefixes affixed.at different levels. This is not the case, as the contrasts in (15) and (17) show.. 

2.3. Le111IM!lin, 

Now we.turn to Lengthening. The lengthening rule is a bit peculiar, In tha.t it Is not a strikingly phonetically 
motivated rule. The rule lengthens any vowel in a. level 2or level 3 prefix which stands before adisyl!ilhic noun stem 
with abort nuclei. The data in (18) llhow the lengthening of underlying abort vowels of the level 2class 5 prefix 4~ and 
the level 3 locative prefixes mv·, p11- and.,. before such nouns. · · 

(18) 	 m11v-cli6pa ,n the bottle' 'at the bottle'  
ljj-i:h9pa. 'huge bottle' 'to the ropes'  

I anume the formu\a.tion of Lengthening given in (19). · 

(19) 	 V.. VV / n [n n +noun] /,eflllllffli119 (L2-postlexical) 
I I +sf.em I-·. V V 

Stems with 3 or more syllables or st.ems with long vowels do not condition Lengthening. 

(20) mv-mbaango 'In the cave' pa~angalawe_ 'at the gr&vel' 

Lengthening also oper1t.es a.s a sandhi rule between words. 
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(21) 	 /naammw~ni pm/ -+ naa.mmwenii pfii 'I 118.W the puff a.dder'  
/ba.lyu mbijy6,/ .. ba.lyuu mbij)'& · 'that iB graudmother'  

Lengthening must be both lexical e.nd postlexical, and when it applies lexically, it applies at levels 2e.nd 3. 
Lengthening does not apply t.o the level 1noun clllllll prefixes, a.s seen in (22). There is nothing about the phonological 
structure of level I prefixes which prevents them from lengthening - it i8 simply the fact that Lengthening does not 
apply at level 1. 

(22) 	ki-lfbe .. 'thing' (Cl. 7)  
j-g6mil. .. 'ca.ssavas' (Cl. 8)  

I note in p1188ing that the failure of Lengthening t.o apply at level 1refutes the Strong Domain Hypotbesis (Kiparsky 
(1984)), which sta.tes that a gra.mma.r may only stipulate where a rule cea.ses t.o apply, and that a rule is always 
potentially applicable a.t level l. Asimilar counterexample t.o the Strong Domain Hypothesis wa.s presented in 
Ha.rgus (1984). 

As a further restriction oli Lengthening, the rule does not a.pply to any prefix or word before OVCV  
&djectives, hence the restriction in (19) to nouns.  

(23) 	mij-njinl .. •mwniinl 'In the small (x)'  
.&&tweti njjn! .. •atwetjj njjn( 'he t.ook the small (x)'  

Lastly, Lengthening does not a.pply before disyllabic nouns which a.re composed of a CV cl&1111 prefix a.nd a CV stem. 
Thus, Lengthening a.pplies only before &disyllabic stem, hence the restriction in (19) to stelD!I. 

(24) mv-kt1tv .. •mwkiM 'in the na.vel'(Ol. 7) 

2.4. ·TIit Parado: 

Finally we come t.o the ordering of Glide Formation e.nd Lengthening, and the ordering paradox. Glide 
Formation a.nd.Lengthening.1:iecessa.rily conflict; Glide Formation ca.nnot apply to long vowels, a.nd Lengthening does 
not apply t.o glides. Looking at the forlD!I in (26) where both Glide Formation a.nd Lengthening could apply, we see 
that when the level 2prefix lj- precedes a. VCV stem, Glide Forma.tion wins out over Lengthening. 

(26) 	[Ii( OW& l] .. lyoowt 'beehive' (Class 5)  
·.[Ii[ a.t.e I l .... !ya.ate 'huge ba.na.na. hand' (Class 6)  

Had Lengthing a.pplied first, Glide Forma.tion could not ha.ve applied, since long vowels ca.n not glide, and we would 
have derived incorrect *ljjatE. Therefore Glide Formation precedes·Lengthening,.at least at level 2. Now consider the 
intera.ction of Glide Formation and Lengthening a.t level 3. Here the paradox surfa.ces. The data in (2tl) show tha.t 
when the loca.tive prefixes iv- a.nd mv,- precede a vowe!4nitlal disyllabic noun, one with no noun-d&1111 prefix such BB 

atE, then Lengthening wins out over Glide Formation. 

(26) 	[mg[ate)J .. 'm the·b&D&D& hands'  
[mij[{g6J] .. 'In the gi=d'  
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If Glide Formation applied beforeLengtheninJ in (26) incorrect forms like *mllltllll! would be Jenerated. Thue 
Lengthening precedea Glide Formation. But we have al110 seen that Glide Formation precedes Lengthening in the 
case of the level 2 prefix Ii-, 

It is apparent that some type of orderinJ paradox is at hand; Glide Formation muet preced, Lengthening, but it 
muat'also follow Lengthening. Yet there ls no paradox at all, that is no violation of the a.tisumption of antisymmetry 
in rule ordering if we mxlify our conception of the way ordering statements are built into the phonology of a 
language. If instead of being a property of the phonology as a whole, we assume that the order of a rule is a property 
of the phonological level to which the rule belongs, then juet as 11'.e ha.veto say that the level 1phonology contain~ the 
rule Glide Formation and not Lengthening, we also say tha.t the level 2ordering of Glide Formation and Lengthening 
is Glide Formation before Lengthening, and the level 3 ordering of these two rules is Lengthening before Glide 
Formation. 

Note, 

• An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 1986 Winter LSA Meeting in SeattJe. I would like to thank 
Emmanuel Manday, from wbom these data were collected. The transcription of Kimatuumbi is straightforward, 
except that ll' represents ,a and j and II represent high tense vowels, which contrast with mid tense vowels 
tr&11SCribed as i and I and with mid/kJw lax vowels transcribed as eand a. 
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